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service manual servis wringer washer service manual. Worst machine I have ever owned. It
works, it washes our clothes but it takes hours sometimes and even then the loads come out
soaking wet. Ask yourself why the machine has a cycle called "drain and spin". Average Rating.
Click here to add your own comments. Join in and write your own page! It's easy to do. Oct 17,
Rating spider arm broke NEW by: Anonymous After experiencing the majority of problems
others reported mold, no just spin cycle, out of balance constantly, abnormal long wash cycles
our Ge washer finally had the spider arm assembly disintegrate. I would go so far as refusing to
take one of these machines for free just to save the headaches associated with it. Dec 11,
Rating No happy NEW by: Anonymous Mine smells like mold even keeping the door open water
stay inside the rubber part and it turns into mold. Nov 11, Rating the worst washer ever NEW by:
joann campbll it is worst washer ever. The vibration is terrible but the last straw is the smoking.
We figured they were 2nd grade builders specs but the washer and dryer we bought ourselves. I
guess you know we won't be buying any more GE appliances. I am making sure I get my K out
before it is affected by the shoddy workmanship allowed by GE now!!! Then I cleaned the pump
filter and now it works perfectly again. This video shows how to do it It must be cleaned
regularly Apr 05, Rating I fixed it! NEW by: Anonymous Thanks to comment on this blog, I fixed
the problem of clothes still wet after spin. There is a filter behind the lower front panel--it was
clogged with crud, coins, and other small items. Before complaining, check this out--I did not
know it needs cleaning every year or two. The numbers apparently do not reflect minutes but I
cannot figure out what the units are. It must be some approximations of time but it is allows
much longer than the counter shows, so I am guessing the counter is some approximation of
units remaining in the cycle. Also have had issues with a smell building up. The machine is
supposed to save water but because the only option is the rinse and spin it is using more water!

I am looking for a new machine and like a previous post states I hate to unload this machine on
some unsuspecting soul - even for FREE! Bad GE! It has been a nightmare these last two years
with the fabric softener not draining into the wash and getting out of balance. The washer finally
conked out on Dec 18 and 3 service calls later I still do not have a washer. It is now Jan. I am
going to buy a new washer tomorrow as I am so sick of this - almost 4 weeks with no washer
and 3 kids! I am sorry I sold my 12 year old Maytags which were still working great. Not sure
what brand I can trust anymore. Sep 05, Rating Never had a poorer experience with an appliance
NEW by: Rod Bought the extended warranty, used it once, should have demanded they actually
fix everything wrong with it. It has always shaken the house like a helicopter taking off next
door. Was told that's normal. Now I know better. It just died as a result of shaking to death. The
belt went, the pully and the bearings went as a result of shaking. Went out today and bought a
Maytag set because I've seen. Will never buy another GE product again, ever. However,
yesterday while at home, my smoke detector starts going off. I go into the laundry room and its
full of smoke! I just contacted GE because, of course, my model number is not part of the recall
even though I've seen hundreds of posts with the same problem i just had. What a joke GE. Just
horrible. I have been struggling with the moldy gasket for years, attempting to clean it with
grout cleaner, and constantly have brown spots on my white towels The smoke is the last straw
Dec 16, Rating Smoking by: Anonymous Smoking like crazy during spin cycle. Huge fire hazard,
thank goodness we were home when it happened. Total junk according to the service tech. This
machine needs to be recalled ASAP. It is probably causing health issues because I know it has
to store mold. Jul 21, Rating Worst machine ever! The machine now smokes and is super loud
when it runs. I will never buy a GE product or a front loader again. Jul 09, Rating Dud Machine
by: Anonymous 7 years old and just told that the inner and outer spindle needs to be replaced.
It sounded like a tornado was tearing through the house! I want my 18 year old machine back! It
worked just fine when we decided to upgrade to the pretty new front loader. Clothes never get
spun very dry and there is no "spin" cycle. You only can choose "rinse and spin". Save yourself
the frustration and buy something else! Feb 23, Rating Actually really surprised by the reviews
by: Anonymous I have to say that I love my machine!!! I have had it for 7 years and really had
few problems with it. I have, however, been very careful to take really good care of it. I always
make sure to wash my clothes at the right heat and if I'm worried about time I use the speed
wash function which takes less than an hour usually. I try to use it infrequently since the point
of the washer is to be as efficient as possible and it is not near as efficient with that function. I
have no trouble with the long cycles because I knew that was what I was getting when I bought
the washer. You just have to know that the time given is just an estimation and that 1 minute left
does not mean 1 minute less. The machine will continue spinning the load as long as it feels it
needs to. My dryer takes a very short time to dry because the washing machine does such an
efficient job at spinning out the water. We have had trouble with the machine not emptying at
aroun 2 yrs. I was terrified that all the horrible reviews I read were finally coming to pass for us. I
called and paid for a service guy to come out. I watched him remove the front panel and empty
the water out and find baby socks blocking the filter. He was super nice and give me the very
helpful hint to put all small garments in a mesh garment bag for washing. He also recommended
that I check the filter every 6 months to 1 year. That hasn't been a problem ever since. The last
problem which I am currently experiencing after 7 years of use is the smell. Note - we have
undergone 3 moves during the life of our washer and it wasn't until after the last move about 1.
In order to keep the smell down all we have had to do is to leave the washer open when not in
use. I also did cloth diapering which you might expect would make it stink, but it didn't. The
machine was apparently not fully dried out when it was packed and it sat in storage for 4
months. Needless to say it smelled when we got it out of storage and it has been a challenge to
keep it smell free ever since. Tide packets help significantly as does leaving the door open, but
with the way our laundry room is in this hone it gets shut a lot making the smell worse. I think a
few new parts would fix the problem in addition to leaving the door open. I just wanted to give a
good review because I have had a wonderful experience with this machine. All it takes is
maintenance which is easily done yourself, leaving the washer door open when not in use,
occasionally using a washing machine cleaner, and knowing beforehand that being efficient for
this machine means it takes a long time for a load. I'm a stay at home mom and have no
problem with the time. We gave away our last one that was over 15 years old because this nice
new GE front loader came with our new house. I've disliked it since day one and now despise
washing clothes because of the anticipation of having to face new problems with the washer.
I've had all the same problems and may of the posts already on here and as sorry as I am that
others are having problems, I am glad to know that I am not alone. I don't have 2 hours to wait
around for my wash, the clothes come out water-logged and there is not a spin only cycle - just
a rinse and spin, which would only add more water, I find clothes that seem like they weren't

ever washed, and I, too, sometimes find the mysterious spots on my clothes. The washer smells
moldy. I try washing it, drying it out with a towel, leaving the door open I finally broke down and
bought myself a new washer. Jan 25, Rating Horrible product by: Anonymous This is the worst
piece of crap appliance I've ever owned.. Yesterday we opened the door to see smoke coming
from the drum. We were only washing a set of sheets. GE should be embarrased they made this
product! It smells like mold if it has not been used for days. Shakes worst than a 3. Clothes have
brown spots, water leaks out of the front of it, it filled the pedestal full of water. This machine is
a big let down. Oct 28, Rating Very expensive mistake. We had continued problems with it going
out of balance. It also would tear some cloths and many times it would not wring out all the
water. Last week it shot craps when the bearing went out. The bearing is pressed into the drum
at the factory and if it goes out, you have to purchase the back half of the drum. It wasn't worth
fixing so we bought a new non GE washer. Sep 05, Rating losy washer by: Anonymous i should
of know not to get a washer that just goes around and around.. Cost so much. This has been the
worst washing machine I have ever owned. I would take back my old washer I had for 15 years!
Clothes, towels, sheets, etc. The running joke in my house when anyone is here and the washer
is going is Many times I will wash things and it appears they never even came clean! Now, I am
having problems with the washer leaking water during a wash. I don't know why GE has not
recalled this washer! It is absolutely useless! I joke that I would give this machine away, cut my
losses, and get a new one! Has anyone has recent success in getting GE to replace their
washer? Also bought extended service contract from store where purchased. They were in
business 20 years then went belly up. Probably because of service calls on GE products. So
much for the service contract. Tech said it needed one of 2 printed circuit boards but could not
tell which one. I'd have to buy both and that were non returnable. What he think I was some sort
of A-hole. Feb 02, Rating GE dropped the ball on this machine by: Anonymous This is a worse
washing machine we have owned when it spins the hole floor vibrates. First week the front door
gasket cracked leaking water all over the down into garage. Just waiting for it to crap the bed so
I can buy new machine not a GE. Sep 26, Rating machine sits idle for 2 months GE we are not
happy by: Anonymous Our trouble with our washing machine began in July AND now the
control panel is bad and has to be replaced, so another week or two without a clothes washer!!!!
When our problems first started acting up it just hummed when started, and did nothing. One
problem has lead to another, and oh I might add it also leaks water We bought the extended
warrenty, but are told that a part has to be replaced 3 times, whereas in our case one defective
part has lead to another. I think it is asking a lot of a customer to go without a washer for 2
whole months I am disappointed with GE, and I wish we didn't own this machine. Sep 09, Rating
Frustrated by: Anonymous I purchased this machine in with an extended warranty. The machine
is awful. The white clothes have brown spots. It smells of mold. After 10 service calls, the
machine still does not clean the clothes. Please don't buy this machine. I wrote a letter to
customer service along with pictures of the dirty clothes. They sent out another service person
who was useless. Jul 03, Rating Hate this machine!!! The soap dispenser turns black with mold
have to take a tooth brush to clean it which still doesn't get everything then run a load of bleach
and this is at least once a month.. Then to top that off the water pump drain that can only be
acceded by taking the front of the washer off has to be drained after every load or the old stale
water gets recirculated through the next wash.. GE has been really less than helpful. Afterwards
I contacted GE to tell them how disappointed I was with the product. It was surprisingly easy.
Good luck! Jun 29, Rating out of balance - terrible machine by: Terri I have never owned such a
terrible washing machine! Our clothing does not come out clean. I actually have to wash each
load two times with an extra rinse or our clothes would be full of detergent. Also this machine is
out of balance on average of three times per week-I am shopping for a new machine-This time it
will not be a General Electric. Please save yourself the frustration and steer clear! Truly the
worst machine I have ever owned. Jun 29, Rating Worst Laundry Experience Ever by:
Anonymous This was the most poorly designed front load washer we have ever experienced.
We had our original washer replaced with another of the same model resulting in the same old
stability problems. It washes beautifully but can't handle load distribution and certainly has
trouble spinning the water out. The interior stainless steel drum can be shaken by hand, it is so
loose. No wonder it won't spin I haven't been able to wash towels or sheets or heavy cotton
sweaters. Fortunately GE is refunding us and we're replacing it with another brand. Maybe this
will be the end of our laundry purgatory? The only shining moment of owning this machine was
when GE recalled some , front load washers recently Unfortunately mine was not one of them.
First year everything ran like a dream, then 1 yr 2 months in it crapped out, very convenient
considering the factory warranty is only good for 1 yr. At least I have lifetime warranties on all of
those parts now. Just last week it stop working again, I ran the error codes and it say E39
Dispenser Error. The technician came out and said it was a wiring problem now, he fiddled with

the wires and got it to work again. One load later it is not working again. Oct 17, Rating. Dec 11,
Rating. No happy NEW by: Anonymous Mine smells like mold even keeping the door open water
stay inside the rubber part and it turns into mold. Nov 11, Rating. Jun 07, Rating. Apr 23, Rating.
You HAVE to clean the filter!!! Apr 05, Rating. I fixed it! Feb 01, Rating. GE Washer Spin
Problems NEW by: Anonymous I am frustrated with this machine mainly because it will not spin
the water out of the clothes - there is no way to set it to spin only. Jan 26, Rating. Jan 13, Rating.
Is there any pride in manufacturing NEW by: Anonymous I thought I was being environmentally
friendly buying this front loader. Sep 05, Rating. Never had a poorer experience with an
appliance NEW by: Rod Bought the extended warranty, used it once, should have demanded
they actually fix everything wrong with it. Jun 02, Rating. May 21, Rating. Dec 16, Rating.
Smoking by: Anonymous Smoking like crazy during spin cycle. Aug 13, Rating. Jul 21, Rating.
Worst machine ever! Jul 09, Rating. Dud Machine by: Anonymous 7 years old and just told that
the inner and outer spindle needs to be replaced. Jul 05, Rating. Feb 23, Rating. Actually really
surprised by the reviews by: Anonymous I have to say that I love my machine!!! Jul 01, Rating.
Jan 25, Rating. Horrible product by: Anonymous This is the worst piece of crap appliance I've
ever owned.. Jan 15, Rating. Oct 28, Rating. Very expensive mistake. Aug 07, Rating. Mar 08,
Rating. Feb 02, Rating. GE dropped the ball on this machine by: Anonymous This is a worse
washing machine we have owned when it spins the hole floor vibrates. Sep 26, Rating. Sep 09,
Rating. Frustrated by: Anonymous I purchased this machine in with an extended warranty. Jul
03, Rating. Hate this machine!!! Jun 29, Rating. Contact GE by: Anonymous I wrote the first
comment here. Worst Laundry Experience Ever by: Anonymous This was the most poorly
designed front load washer we have ever experienced. Click here to add your own comments
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and seals. Nothing exciting about them Only time will tell their longevity. Recommend only for
mechanically inclined people. You will have to literally disassemble washer to its core and then
put it back together. Pulling and installing bearing requires some patience and strength. If you
want to save money and like fixing stuff then I recommend. Washer operates like new even
though 10 years old now. Between water pump replaced and now new bearings it basically is
new. Fingers crossed electronics last original component doesn't go bad. Bearings gave out
after only 6 months while factory bearings lasted more than 6 years! Was great while it lasted.
Will be looking for another brand preferably OEM. Think bearings may not have been at fault so
returning it to 5 stars. The spindle had bad rust pitting and I didn't clean it as well as I probably
should have. Also you'll want a waterproof grease that will withstand detergents when installing
it. Had to replace my spindle 2nd time as pitting allowed water through that destroyed the new
bearings. Where's my reward for early reviewer? LOL Didn't know i got one! Verified Purchase.
The first set didn't last more than about 3 months. I believe I messed them up on installation.
Using a hammer even if careful to install these may mean you've shortened the life of them in a
massive way. After 3 months they were noisy again and inspection showed them to be
completely disintegrated and had leaked all of their grease. They had tons of play and were
worse than the originals. Now my machine is as quiet as when it was new. Note: it's best to buy
a new drum spider when replacing these and you'll need to apply a small amount of grease on
the seal washer in order to avoid squealing where the rubber meets the metal shaft. I'll update
this review if the new set deteriotes like the first, however I'm pretty confident it was my 'heavy
handed' first installation that set the first set up for failure. Will update after more months have
passed. When you think you cant remove them, hit it harder to knock the old ones out! Replace
them as well as these bearings and you'll have a new washer! By Holy manoly on December 19,
Images in this review. After checking on the replacement cost for my washer and dryer, I
decided to give replacing the bearings a go even if it was clearly a daunting task. Taking out the
old bearings was a bear since it was rusted, split in two and seemed like welded onto the drum
and the shaft. With the help of Dremel I was able to carefully take out the old bearings and these
fit perfectly. My washer now works perfectly and will probably last another 10 years. The
bearing and seals fit my LG front loader wmcw perfectly. Made my 8 year old machine like new
again. You'll need a Phillips screwdriver, 10mm and 12 mm wrenches and sockets to access the
tub then a 2. These berings are friction fit and not nearly as easy to remove and install as many
of the YouTube video would lead you to belive. Required a very big hammer to remove the drum
from the rear bearing. Borrowed a bearing and seal driver set and used a big hammer and lots
of penetrant to drive the bearings out, using a punch or screwdriver does not work. Used the
same drivers and some deep sockets and hammers to install the new bearings and to seat the
shaft of the drum o er the rear bearing. My washer was 13 years old but didn't have excessive
corrosion, maybe the videos are made using newer equipment. Used this item to repair my LG
washer that sounded like a plane taking off during the spin cycle. It was not an easy repair, but
so well worth it. Used a how to video online that was absolutely step by step instructions. Now I
am so excited to be able to say my washer runs like brand new. What a great piece of mind also
to have Amazon confirm the part is the correct purchase for my model number. Thank you
Amazon for having that service. Take a good look at the gasket for the tub half's. Mine looked
nice, but the material is rubber and much firmer than the original. When I put the half's together
the bolts were able to close gap but the spans between the bolts kind of bowed because the
lack of compliance of the gasket. Anyway I got to take it all apart again and put the old gasket
back in. Use the old pressed out bearings to hammer in the new bearings so you don't damage
them. The bearings and seal worked great. My tub's shaft had rusted a little where it interfaces
with the the seal so I don't know how long this repair will last. Good kit but the gasket didn't
work for me very well. Good luck! See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. They were
good for my LG. Ordered this kit after reviewing LG's parts online tub gasket was going to be 2
week back order from LG and making sure the part numbers were the same. This was a really
good deal. One installation tip - make sure the outer bearings are pressed ALL the way in before
you put the seal in, otherwise, the drum shaft won't go back in the tub properly and you'll waste
time trying to persuade it. Best to take a couple of close-up pictures or measure before you pull
the old seal AND bearings, so you have a reference of how flush it all is also, use the old

bearings as a drift for tapping the new ones into place. Otherwise, the kit is perfect, and a
significant money-saver. Horrible washer noise is gone now and no play whatsoever in the
drum. I found an extremely helpful video online after a quick search although it's necessary to
put the front gasket on BEFORE you reapply the weights during reassembly. This is not a quick
job, especially if it's your first time, but it can save a bundle of cash or the cost of a new
machine if you have hours to do it carefully and methodically. Don't bother to try this in a small
laundry room, move the washer out so you have full access. Report abuse. Bearings were 2RS
style which is better than the normal Z style as they have rubber seals rather than metal
shields.. Major disassembly required and a bit of work removing the old bearings. Watch
YouTube video before you start. Takes a couple hours but saves some serious coin. Replace
the bearings and seals. One person found this helpful. Replaced the drum bearings on my lg
wmcw washer. Not a big job if you have all the tools and a you tube video. The toughest part
was removing the inner bearing. Well worth the effort though. Fixed my dryer rollers as well.
Fits well. Installed all on LG hs yesterday to replace busted seal and bearing. Serious work, took
about 4 hours. Make sure you have lots of space to work around your washer and good punch
to hammer away and put in place the bearings. Will update the review to see how it works.
Fingers crossed. What other items d
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